Abstract. Two classical results in algebraic geometry are that the branch curve of a del Pezzo surface of degree 1 can be embedded as a space sextic curve in P 3 and that every space sextic curve has exactly 120 tritangents corresponding to its odd theta characteristics. In this paper we revisit both results from the computational perspective. Specifically, we give an algorithm to construct space sextic curves that arise from blowing up P 2 at eight points and provide algorithms to compute the 120 tritangents and their Steiner system of any space sextic. Furthermore, we develop efficient inverses to the aforementioned methods. We present an algorithm to either reconstruct the original eight points in P 2 from a space sextic or certify that this is not possible. Moreover, we extend a construction of Lehavi [Leh15] which recovers a space sextic from its tritangents and Steiner system. All algorithms in this paper have been implemented in magma.
Introduction
Space sextic curves offer a rich example for understanding the various geometric features of non-planar algebraic curves. A space sextic curve C, abbreviated to space sextic, is a smooth algebraic curve in P 3 which is the intersection of a quadric and a cubic surface. Any space sextic is a non-hyperelliptic genus 4 curve and conversely, the canonical model of any non-hyperelliptic genus 4 curve is a space sextic. Several questions for plane curves have natural analogues for curves in arbitrary projective spaces. An important direction of inquiry is the study of hyperplanes that have a special intersection with the curve. In this article we focus on the tritangents of C, planes in P 3 which are tangent to C at every point of intersection with C. They reflect important intrinsic facts about the curve as well as important details about the extrinsic geometry.
For instance, the tritangents arise from effective representatives of the theta characteristics. As such, they provide insight into the Jacobian variety and over the complex numbers yield important information regarding values of theta functions. Conversely, any principally polarized abelian variety A of dimension 4 defines 120 planes in P 3 via its theta functions. If A is the Jacobian of a non-hyperelliptic genus 4 curve, these 120 planes are the tritangents of its canonical model [CKS17] .
On the extrinsic side of geometry, Caporaso and Sernesi [CS03] have proven that over the complex numbers the theta characteristics determine the curve uniquely, and Lehavi [Leh15] explained how over the complex numbers the tritangents can be used to recover the curve for generic space sextics on smooth quadrics. Additionally, Ranestad and Sturmfels [RS12] have shown that the tritangents play an important role in the convex hull of compact space curves, whereas Kummer [Kum18] has used them to prove lower bounds on the number of faces of the convex hull.
In this article we present several algorithms related to space sextic curves and their tritangents. In Section 3 we show how to compute the tritangents of space sextics on smooth quadrics and their Steiner systems; see Algorithms 3.1 and 3.2. In Section 4 we do the same for curves which arise from a construction involving del Pezzo surfaces of degree 1. In Section 5, we show that these curves are exactly the ones lying on singular quadrics and answer [KRSS17, Question 5] by presenting the inverse of that construction, see Algorithm 5.7.
Finally, in Section 6 we state a minor correction of [Leh15, Theorem 2] and extend [Leh15, Theorem 1 and 2] to space sextics on singular quadrics and over more general fields. Using them, we explain how to reconstruct space sextics from their tritangents, see Algorithms 6.5 and 6.10, for generic curves on smooth quadrics and generic curves on singular quadrics. Moreover, we allow fields with positive characteristics, provided that it is sufficiently high. All algorithms have been implemented in magma [BCP97] and are available on https://software.mis.mpg.de.
One of the greatest challenges in working with tritangents of space sextics symbolically, especially over fields of characteristic 0, is that the field over which all of their equations are defined is monstrous. To be precise, if C is a generic curve defined over Q, then its 120 tritangents are defined over an algebraic extension of Q of degree # Sp(8, F 2 ) = 47377612800. This is critical for the reconstruction algorithms, as their correctness hinge on the existence of a single successful example. This is where space sextics from del Pezzo surfaces of degree 1 come in. For them we have a reliable method of constructing space sextics with 120 rational tritangents.
Definitions and notations
We briefly run through some basic notions that will be of immediate relevance to us. In particular, we recall some basic facts on space sextics and their tritangents as well as Steiner complexes thereon. Our notation will closely follow that of [Leh15] .
Convention 2.1 For the remainder of the article, fix a base field k of characteristic not equal to 2. In Sections 3 and 6 we assume for convenience that k is algebraically closed.
Moreover, let P 3 denote the projective 3-space over k and let C ⊆ P 3 be a smooth curve of degree 6, or equivalently a canonical model of a non-hyperelliptic curve of genus 4. We can write the curve as an intersection of a unique quadric surface Q C and a suitable cubic surface, neither of which are necessarily smooth.
2.1. General notions. We denote the canonical divisor class of the smooth curve C by κ C . A theta characteristic of C is a divisor class θ such that 2θ = κ C . A theta characteristic is odd if dim H 0 (C, θ) is odd and is even otherwise. An even theta characteristic is said to be vanishing if dim H 0 (C, θ) > 0. For a smooth proper surface X, we use the terminology of intersection pairing, exceptional curve, and blow-up/blow-down from [Har77, Chapter V]. A del Pezzo surface X of degree 1 is a smooth sextic surface in P(1 : 1 : 2 : 3) with weighted coordinates (s : t : w : r) of the form
where each f d is homogeneous polynomial of degree d and λ, f 0 ∈ k are nonzero. Without loss of generality, one may always assume that λ = f 0 = 1. A Cayley cubic is an irreducible cubic surface in P 3 whose singular locus consists of 4 simple nodes in general position. If k is algebraically closed there is exactly one Cayley cubic up to linear transformations of P 3 .
2.2. Space sextics, tritangents and Steiner systems. Since C is a smooth space sextic, it has exactly 120 odd theta characteristics and there is no theta characteristic θ such that dim H 0 (C, θ) > 2 (as dim H 0 (C, 2θ) = 4). In particular, each odd theta characteristic θ has a unique effective representative which we will refer to as D θ . Since C is its own canonical model, by definition we have that 2D θ is cut out by linear form which we will denote l θ . Definition 2.2 Let θ be an odd theta characteristic of C. We call the zero locus H θ := Z(l θ ) ⊆ P 3 the tritangent plane associated to θ. Any plane H ⊆ P 3 of this form is called a tritangent plane of C or tritangent for short.
Note that we exclude from consideration planes which are tangent to C at 3 points (counted with multiplicity) but do not arise from odd theta characteristics. If the unique quadric Q C containing C is smooth then every plane tangent to C at 3 points is a tritangent plane in the sense of Definition 2.2. However, we deliberately consider curves in Section 4 where this is not the case.
Definition 2.3 Let J(C) be the Jacobian variety of C and let J(C)[2] be its 2-torsion points. For any α ∈ J(C)[2] \ {0}, we define the Steiner complex associated to α by Σ C,α := {θ, θ + α} : 2θ = κ C and dim H 0 (C, θ) = dim H 0 (C, θ + α) ≡ 1 mod 2 or equivalently, for the corresponding linear forms
We call the set S C := {S C,α : α ∈ J(C)[2] \ {0}} the Steiner system associated to C.
Definition 2.4 We call four theta characteristics θ 1 , . . . , θ 4 syzygetic if 4 i=1 D θ i is cut out by a quadric in P 3 . This means that there exists a quadric Z(q) ⊆ P 3 such that C ∩ (
. We call the linear forms l 1 , . . . , l 4 syzygetic if they arise from syzygetic odd theta characteristics.
Note that if θ 1 , . . . , θ 4 are odd theta characteristics of C such that Y := C ∩ ( 4 i=1 H i ) consists of 12 points of multiplicity 1, then θ 1 , . . . , θ 4 are syzygetic if and only if there exists a quadric Q ′ which is not Q C passing through the 12 points of Y . Remark 2.5 There are exactly 255 non-trivial 2-torsion points α ∈ J(C)[2] \ {0}. On the other hand, the 120 tritangents yield precisely 120 2 = 7140 pairs {l θ 1 , l θ 2 }. Intruigingly, the 7140 pairs can be split evenly into 255 blocks, each block containing exactly 28 pairs, such that
• the union of any two pairs inside a block is syzygetic,
• the union of any two pairs in two distinct blocks is not syzygetic,
• the intersection of any two pairs inside a block is empty.
These blocks are the Steiner complexes Σ C,α in Definition 2.3. For further details see [Dol12, Section 5.4.2].
In general combinatorics a Steiner system with parameters (t, k, n) is an n-element set together with a set of k-element subsets called blocks, such that each t-element subset is contained in exactly one block. If we forget the pairings in our Steiner complexes S C,α and simply consider them as subsets of cardinality 56, then our Steiner system S C would be a specific instance of a general Steiner system with parameters (t, k, n) = (2, 56, 120).
Space sextics on smooth quadrics
In this section we give a full description of the algorithm appearing in [KRSS17, Section 4] for calculating the 120 tritangents of a space sextic that lies on a smooth quadric. Moreover, we provide an algorithm for calculating its Steiner system. If C ⊆ P 3 lies on a smooth quadric, it suffices to compute all planes which are tangent at their points of intersection since there are no vanishing theta characteristics. In theory, this can be done by intersecting C with a parametrized plane and forcing its projection onto a single generic line to be three double points. In practice, it is often sufficient and generally much more efficient to project onto all coordinate axes instead.
Algorithm 3.1 (Tritangents of space sextics on smooth quadrics) Input: (f, g), where 
Consider the defining linear form of a parametrized plane in k[x]
Let f i , g i be the images of f, g under the substitution map
where {i, j, k, l} = {0, . . . , 3}.
5:
Compute the following resultant which is a homogeneous sextic in
6:
Let I ij denote the image of J under the substitution map
7: Set I := i,j I ij and compute the 120 points in Z(I).
A simple way to obtain the Steiner system from the set of linear forms is to exploit the fact that they form a Steiner system in the combinatorial sense; see Remark 2.5. Algorithm 3.2 simply enumerates through all pairs of linear forms, grouping those together which are syzygetic. • f, g ∈ k[x] homogeneous of degrees 2, 3,
Output: S C , the Steiner system associated to C.
if ∃S ∈ S C ∃{l 3 , l 4 } ∈ Σ : l 1 , . . . , l 4 syzygetic then
4:
Set S := S ∪ {{l 1 , l 2 }}.
5:
else 6:
Set S := {{l 1 , l 2 }} and S C := S C ∪ {S}. 7: return S C .
Remark 3.3 The bottleneck in Algorithm 3.2 is deciding whether four linear forms l 1 , . . . , l 4 are syzygetic in Step 3. This can be done in several ways depending on what is viable. One straightforward option would be to compute whether the intersection
, as a divisor of C, is linearly equivalent to 2κ C using the magma intrinsic IsLinearlyEquivalent.
Remark 3.4 Note that Algorithm 3.2 can also be applied ad verbum to space sextics on singular quadrics. Algorithm 3.1 has a straightforward generalization:
For a sextic on a singular quadric, the ideal I in Step 7 will be positive dimensional. It will contain infinitely many tangent planes of the singular quadric that contain the singularity; see Proposition 4.3. This positive dimensional component can be removed using saturation, leaving us with the desired 120 tritangents that are of interest to us.
When applied to space sextic curves that arise from the construction in Section 4, both Algorithm 3.1 and Algorithm 3.2 prove to be inferior to their more specialized counterparts in Section 4, which is why we generally advise against using them for space sextics on singular quadrics.
Space sextics on singular quadrics
In this section we review the classical construction of space sextics from del Pezzo surfaces of degree 1. These curves are special as the unique quadric containing it is singular. Nevertheless, the construction remains a valuable source of space sextics as many interesting qualities of them are both computationally and conceptually much more accessible compared to the generic case. In Proposition 5.1 we show that any space sextic on a singular quadric arises this way.
Moreover, we describe special algorithms which compute the 120 tritangents as in [KRSS17, Section 2] and the Steiner system for this class of space sextics.
4.1. Space sextics from del Pezzo surfaces of degree 1. Consider a configuration P := {P 1 , . . . , P 8 } ⊆ P 2 of eight points in general position. First, note that the space of plane cubics through P has dimension 10 − 8 = 2. Let {s, t} be any basis of it. Next, observe that the space of plane sextics vanishing doubly on P has dimension 28 − 8 · 3 = 4. It is spanned by {s 2 , st, t 2 , w} for some sextic w. Further, the space of plane nonics vanishing triply on P has dimension 55 − 8 · 6 = 7. It is spanned by {s 3 , s 2 t, st 2 , t 3 , sw, tw, r} for some nonic r. This defines a rational map ψ : P 2 P(1 : 1 : 2 : 3) (x : y : z) −→ (s(x, y, z) : t(x, y, z) : w(x, y, z) : r(x, y, z)).
The closure of the image of ψ is cut out by a single equation of degree six. As it turns out, we can say a lot about the image of ψ [Man86, Remark 24.4.2].
Proposition 4.1 The image of ψ is a del Pezzo surface of degree 1.
Henceforth, we let X := Im(ψ). By abuse notation we label the coordinates of P(1 : 1 : 2 : 3) by s, t, w, r (respectively, with respect to weights). After a linear change of coordinates we can write the defining equation of X in P(1 : 1 : 2 : 3) as
such that each f 2 , f 4 , f 6 is homogeneous degree 2, 4, 6 respectively. Note that we obtain an elliptic curve on X by specializing t = 0, which will be important in Section 5.1. Now consider the projection π : P(1 : 1 : 2 : 3) → P(1 : 1 : 2) onto its first three coordinates and an embedding φ of P(1 : 1 : 2) as a singular quadric in P 3 , which is illustrated in Figure 1 . The projection π is a generically 2-to-1 rational map branched along the curve C ′ of weighted degree six given by r = 0. The defining equation of C ′ in P(1 : 1 : 2) is hence given by ( * )
The embedding φ is an isomorphism between P(1 : 1 : 2) and Z(x 2 1 − x 0 x 2 ) ⊆ P 3 , where (x 0 : x 1 : x 2 : x 3 ) are the homogeneous coordinates of P 3 . The curve C := φ(C ′ ) is therefore a space sextic which lies on a singular quadric. One can verify that the points in P ⊆ PQ 3 are in general position, which also implies that the points in P ⊆ PF 3 p remain in general position for all but finitely many primes p. For instance, for p = 97 they stay in general position, while for p = 5 we have P 2 = P 5 ∈ PF 3 5 . From now on, consider the base field k := F 97 . We compute two linearly independent cubics s, t that vanish on P and a sextic w not divisible by s or t, vanishing doubly on P. Our implementation gives This results in the following space sextic C ⊆ P 3 , which can be verified to be smooth: 1 − x 0 x 2 ) ⊆ P 3 is tangent to the curve C at its points of intersection; the plane intersects the quadric in a double line passing through the node of the cone, which in turn intersects the cubic in three double points. However, because all intersection points lie on a line through the node of the cone, the tangent plane arises from an even theta characteristic rather than an odd theta characteristic, which is why we will disregard them in the context of this paper.
Proposition 4.3 Let C be a space sextic curve on a singular quadric Q. Then any plane corresponding to an odd theta characteristic of C does not pass through the singularity of Q.
Proof. Let H be a plane passing through the node of Q such that H is tangent to C at each point in C ∩ H. As H passes through the node of Q, we have that H ∩ Q is the union of two lines which each meet C in three points. As each point in C ∩ H has even multiplicity, the two lines must be coincident. But then the class of the divisor 1 2 (C ∩ H) of C is the vanishing even theta characteristic.
It turns out that the 120 tritangents of C have a natural description in the framework of our construction. Recall that l θ is the linear form corresponding to the odd theta characteristic θ. If H θ := Z(l θ ) is a tritangent of C, then φ −1 (H θ ) is a curve in P(1 : 1 : 2) of weighted degree 2 tangent to C ′ at 3 points (counting multiplicity).
Definition 4.4 Let C ′ be a curve of the form in Equation ( * ) and let φ be an embedding of P(1 : 1 : 2) into P 3 . We call φ −1 (H θ ) a tritangent curve of C ′ .
Every tritangent curve of C ′ is the image of exactly two exceptional curves (e, e ′ ) on the del Pezzo surface X under π, which are conjugate under the Bertini involution of X. We differentiate between the following types of tritangents, which are named after the degrees of ψ −1 e, ψ −1 e ′ ⊆ P 2 [KRSS17]:
(0,6) e and e ′ are the exceptional fiber over a point P i and the strict transform of the sextic vanishing triply at P i and doubly at the other seven points.
(1,5) e and e ′ are the strict transforms of the line through {P i , P j } and the quintic vanishing at all eight points and doubly at the six points in P\{P i , P j } (see (2,4) e and e ′ are the strict transforms of the conic through P \ {P i , P j , P k } and the quartic vanishing at P and doubly at P i , P j , P k (see Figure 2 middle ). (3,3) e and e ′ are the strict transforms of the cubic vanishing doubly at P i , nonvanishing at P j , and vanishing singly at P\{P i , P j } and the cubic vanishing doubly at P j , non-vanishing at P i , and vanishing singly at P\{P i , P j } (see Figure 2 right). Figure 2 . pairs of exceptional curves of type (1, 5), (2, 4), and (3, 3)
Of the 120 tritangents, there are 8, tritangents of type (0, 6), (1, 5), (2, 4) and (3, 3) respectively. For tritangents of type (0, 6), the three components of the tangent cone of e ′ determine the three contact points. For tritangents of the latter three types, the two preimages intersect in three points outside of P. These are mapped to the contact points.
Example 4.5 Consider again the points P and the curve C ⊆ PF P \ {P 3 , P 4 , P 5 } respectively. They are given by
. Their images in P 3 are cut out by the following polynomials and one can verify that each of them intersect C in three double points:
4.3. Constructing the Steiner system. Let P 1 , . . . , P 8 be eight points in P 2 in general position, let X be the del Pezzo surface of degree 1 obtained by blowing up P 2 at {P 1 , . . . , P 8 }, and let C the space sextic lying on X as in the Section 4.1. The Steiner system of C can be much more efficiently constructed than for a generic space sextic by making use of the initial eight points in P 2 : We label each tritangent by a subset of {1, . . . , 9} depending on their types as follows:
where for each type i, j, k are as in Figure 2 . Given four theta characteristics θ 1 , . . . , θ 4 and their tritangents H 1 , . . . , H 4 , we then have
The fact that the Steiner system of C can be constructed purely combinatorially is rooted in a classical connection between theta characteristics of C and quadratic forms over J(C) They have an empty symmetric difference and are therefore syzygetic. Indeed, one can verify that there exists a quadric which is not Z(x 2 1 − x 0 x 2 ) that vanishes on all 12 contact points of the tritangents with C.
Identifying space sextics from del Pezzo surfaces of degree one
Given a space sextic curve C in P 3 which comes from blowing up the plane at eight points, we will construct some collection of 8 points in P 2 such that the construction applied to these 8 points gives a space sextic isomorphic to C. If a del Pezzo surface X of degree 1 has 8 pairwise orthogonal exceptional curves defined over k, then the blow-down of X along these 8 curves is isomorphic to P 2 [Man86, Theorem 24.4.iii]. The 8 exceptional curves mark 8 points in the plane. Since this is true of any collection of 8 pairwise orthogonal exceptional curves of X, we see that the set of 8 points in the plane which construct the branch curve of X is not unique, even up to linear transformations. The goal of our algorithm is to find one such set.
Over an algebraically closed field of characteristic not 2, a space sextic curve C arises from a del Pezzo surface of degree 1 if and only if the unique quadric in P 3 containing C is singular [Man86, Theorem 24.4.iii]. However, when k is not algebraically closed the situation is slightly more complicated. Nevertheless, our implementation is able to detect when a curve comes from eight k-rational points in the plane. Our method of detection and recovery uses the 120 tritangents given as input. By assuming that the 120 odd theta characteristics are defined over k, we can return to the simplicity of the algebraically closed case.
Proposition 5.1 Then a space sextic curve C defined over k arises from a del Pezzo surface of degree 1 if and only if the unique quadric in P 3 containing C is singular and all 120 odd theta characteristics are defined over k.
Proof. The forward direction is entirely classical. For the reverse, let Q be the singular quadric containing C. As C is smooth, we must have that Q is a quadric cone. We claim that Q is isomorphic over k to the weighted projective space P(1 : 1 : 2). Let H be any tritangent plane of C corresponding to an odd theta characteristic and let D := 1 2 (H ∩ C). By Proposition 4.3, H does not pass through the singularity of Q, so Q ∩ H is a plane conic and D is an odd degree divisor on Q ∩ H. Thus, we have that P 1 ∼ = Q ∩ H. Since Q ∩ H ⊆ H is a plane conic with a k-rational point, we may change coordinates so that H = Z(x 3 ) and such that H ∩ Q = Z(x 3 , x cone, we have that C lies on a degree 1 del Pezzo surface X. Moreover, as all 120 tritangents of C are defined over k, there is a quadratic twist of X such that all 240 exceptional curves are defined over k. The proposition now follows from [Man86, Theorem 24.4].
Remark 5.2 Note that the construction of the space sextics from del Pezzo surfaces of degree 1 as in [KRSS17, Section 2] considers slightly more general configurations of 8 points in P 2 . Specifically, it was only required that the set of eight points be Gal(Q/Q)-invariant in order to construct a space sextic defined over Q. For the sake of simplifying our implementation we do not consider this general setting. (iv) Identify a genus 1 curve E ⊆ X defined over k, and intersect it with the 8 exceptional curves to obtain 8 points. (v) Construct a particular embedding of E into P 2 with the properties expected of the blow-down of E along 8 pairwise orthogonal exceptional curves.
We shall assume that our curve C is given as the intersection of a cubic Z(f ) and the quadric Z(x 2 1 − x 0 x 2 ) in P 3 with coordinates (x 0 : x 1 : x 2 : x 3 ). Note that up to linear transformation any singular quadric with a smooth k-rational point is the one we have specified. We assume that we are given the 120 tritangent planes as linear forms {ℓ 1 , . . . , ℓ 120 } with coefficients in k. Finally, we use the existence of the maps in Figure 1 where C would be our given curve. As before, we will denote the coordinates of P(1 : 1 : 2) and P(1 : 1 : 2 : 3) by (s : t : w) and (s : t : w : r) respectively and let π be the usual projection.
To accomplish Steps (i) and (ii), we compute the pullback of the curve and the tritangent planes to P(1 : 1 : 2) to set an equation for the del Pezzo surface X of degree 1. More precisely, let F be the pullback of f under the map φ and h i be the pullback of l i under the map φ for i = 1, . . . , 120. We may normalize F and the h i so that the leading coefficient in w is 1. We choose λ ∈ k × such that Res(h 1 (s, t, w), λF (s, t, w), w) ∈ k[s, t] is a square over k. We set r 2 − λF (s, t, w) to be the defining equation of a del Pezzo surface X in P(1 : 1 : 2 : 3). By definition, φ maps the branch curve of the projection π| X to C. Thus, X is exactly the same surface occurring in Section 4.1 up to isomorphism overk. The choice of λ merely selects the unique quadratic twist such that the pair of exceptional curves over the tritangent curve defined by h 1 is split over k.
Lemma 5.3
With the notation of the preceding paragraph, the subvariety Z(r 2 − λF (s, t, w), h i (s, t, w)) ⊆ X is the union of two Bertini-conjugate exceptional curves e 2i−1 , e 2i . The curves are individually defined over k and are explicitly given by e 2i−1 , e 2i := Z h i (s, t, w), r ± Res(h i (s, t, w), λF (s, t, w), w) .
Proof. From Section 4 we have that the image under π of any exceptional curve is a tritangent curve and every tritangent curve arises in this way. The first statement of the lemma follows immediately. If C arose from blowing up eight k-rational points in the plane, then all of the exceptional curves on some quadratic twist of X must be defined over k. Since we have already chosen a twist where one pair of exceptional curves is split over k, all of them must be so.
All that remains to be shown is the correctness of the defining equations. We have defined h i to be in the defining ideal of the tritangent curve, so the scheme
must lie over the tritangent curve defined by h i . Next, we see that
is reducible, with the two components defined over k corresponding to the two exceptional curves over Z(h i (s, t, w)) ⊆ P(1 : 1 : 2). Note h i (s, t, w) is a degree 1 polynomial in w and both h i and F are monic due to the normalization, so the resultant is really just the evaluation of λF at −h i (s, t, 0). In particular, the resultant is a square and
The polynomial r 2 − λF (s, t, −h i (s, t, 0)) factors over k, giving the two components.
For
Step (iii), we compute the Gram matrix for the intersection pairing on the lattice generated by the exceptional curves using Gröbner bases. We use the fact that the Weyl group of E 8 acts via isometry on the lattice generated by the exceptional curves to optimize the process of searching for a collection of 8 pairwise orthogonal curves.
Step (iv) and (v) of our algorithm identify the eight points using the geometry of genus 1 curves, allowing us to avoid an expensive blow-down computation.
Step (iv) turns out to be rather easy; the genus 1 curve E is obtained by specializing t = 0. To indirectly compute the blow-down of this genus 1 curve, we use the following lemma.
Lemma 5.4 Let E be a plane cubic curve and let p 1 , p 2 , p 3 ∈ E(k) be three collinear points. Then the embedding of E into P 2 is the unique embedding with p 1 , p 2 , p 3 collinear, up to Aut(P 2 ).
Proof. Let D := p 1 + p 2 + p 3 and let γ : E → P 2 be an embedding. Since D is a hyperplane section of this embedding, we have that γ factors into |D| : E → P 2 . There is exactly one complete linear system containing D, so we are done.
The blow-down of the genus 1 curve E will be a plane curve of arithmetic genus 1, which is to say, a plane cubic curve. It suffices for us to identify three points on E which are collinear in the blow-down to identify the correct embedding into P 2 given by the blow-down. Crucially, the eight intersection points of E with the set of eight pairwise orthogonal exceptional curves are the points where E meets the eight exceptional points of the blow-up in P 2 . In order to identify three collinear points on E, we use a "trivial" lemma, which states that the effective divisors in the hyperplane class correspond to hyperplanes.
Lemma 5.5 Let X be the degree 1 del Pezzo surface obtained from blowing up {P 1 , . . . , P 8 }. Let E ⊆ P 2 be a plane cubic curve passing through the eight points, let res E : Pic(X) → Pic(E) be the natural restriction, and let ℓ ∈ Pic(X) be the hyperplane class on X. Then the effective representatives of the divisor class res E (ℓ) are exactly the divisors of E defined by lines in P 2 .
Proof. By definition, a representative of the class ℓ is the strict transform of a line in P 2 not passing through any of the eight points of the blow up. The result extends to all effective representatives of res E (ℓ) via linear equivalence.
An appropriate curve E, divisor D, and class ℓ can be identified using only X and the exceptional curves of X. The class ℓ ∈ Pic(X) is uniquely identified by its intersection numbers [Man86, Corollary 25.1.1]; it is the unique divisor class such that ℓ 2 = 1, ℓ · e i = 0, and (redundantly) ℓ · (−κ X ) = 3. To find a representative, we use the following lemma. Proof. Note that X is the blow-up of P 2 at {P 1 , . . . , P 8 }. The strict transform of the line through {P 1 , P 2 } is an exceptional curve e. Thus the pullback of the line through {P 1 , P 2 } by the blow-down, as a divisor of X, is e + (e Output: P ⊆ P 2 , a set of 8 points such that the del Pezzo surface of degree 1 obtained by blowing up P 2 at P has branch curve isomorphic to C. 1: Set F (s, t, w) := f (s 2 , st, t 2 , w) to be the pullback of f under the map φ. 2: Set h i := ℓ i (s 2 , st, t 2 , w) to be the pullback of linear form ℓ i under the map φ. 3: Normalize F and h 1 , . . . , h 120 . 4: Choose λ ∈ k × such that Res(h 1 (s, t, w), λF (s, t, w), w) ∈ k[s, t] is a square.
5: Set the defining equation of the del Pezzo surface X to be r 2 − λF (s, t, w). 6: Set the pair of exceptional curves corresponding to the i-th tritangent, e 2i−1 , e 2i := Z h i (s, t, w), r ± Res(h i (s, t, w), λF (s, t, w), w) . 
, where D := (e ∩ E) + p 1 + p 2 is a divisor on E. 12: return The images of p 1 , . . . , p 8 under the map defined by
Remark 5.8 One challenging step in Algorithm 5.7 that we deliberately avoided expanding on is the computation of
Step 11, since most computer algebra systems have existing commands for it. For example, in our magma implementation we use the intrinsic command DivisorMap.
Example 5.9 We apply our algorithm to the space sextic curve obtained in Example 4.2. We recall that the defining equations of the space sextic C are:
The defining equation of the del Pezzo surface X in P(1 : 1 : 2 : 3) with coordinates (s : t : w : r) constructed in Algorithm 5.7 is X
Algorithm 5.7 computes some set of eight pairwise orthogonal exceptional curves. Below are the defining equations in P(1 : 1 : 2 : 3).
e
The genus 1 curve E ⊆ X is defined by the common zero set of t and the defining equation of X. Finally, the resulting eight points P ′ = {P 
Steiner systems to space sextics
In this section, we extend Lehavi's methods [Leh15] for reconstructing space sextics from their Steiner system to space sextics on singular quadrics and to space sextics over more general fields. We detail their implementation in magma and, as a consequence, obtain a simplified proof of Lehavi's results.
The method is naturally divided in two parts: the reconstruction of the unique quadric surface containing the curve and the reconstruction of a cubic surface which cuts out the curve on the quadric. 6.1. Reconstructing the unique quadric. For the reconstruction of the quadric, we briefly recall the notation in [Leh15, Section 1].
Definition 6.1 Let V C := H 0 O |κ C | * (2) be the vector space of degree 2 forms on the canonical P 3 containing C. For all α ∈ J(C)[2] \ {0} and all {θ, θ + α} ∈ Σ C,α , let q θ,θ+α := l θ · l θ+α ∈ V C be the quadric form cutting out the two tritangent planes corresponding to θ and θ + α.
For all α ∈ J(C)[2] \ {0}, let V C,α ⊆ V C be defined as in the following diagram:
where, if we view the elements of H 0 (2κ C ) as effective representatives of 2κ C , the projection p :
We have that H 0 (κ C +α) is canonically isomorphic to H 0 (O |κ C +α| * (1)) by definition. Thus, we define i to be the composition
of canonically determined morphisms.
The results below are helpful for understanding Lehavi's theorem and its simplified proof.
Lemma 6.2 For all α ∈ J(C)[2]\{0} and all {θ, θ+α} ∈ Σ C,α we have q θ,θ+α ∈ V C,α . Additionally, q C is trivially contained in V C,α .
Proof. We may write the 2-torsion class α as
It is then clear that both ℓ θ and ℓ θ+α cut out effective representatives of κ C + α. Since the sum of two effective representatives of κ C + α is certainly contained in the image of i, we are done with the first claim. The second claim is trivial.
One of the pillars in Lehavi's arguments is following semicontinuity statement [Leh15, Corollary 7] . It can be derived from the classical semicontinuity theorem [Har77, Section III.12] and holds for any characteristic of k.
Lemma 6.3 Let V/X be a vector bundle over a base X and let V 1 , . . . , V n be subbundles of V.
is upper semi-continuous on X.
We will now state a generalization of Lehavi's theorem for reconstructing the quadric for complex space sextics on smooth quadrics [Leh15, Theorem 1]. The idea of the proof is remains the same.
Theorem 6.4 Let k be either of characteristic zero or of sufficiently high characteristic. Let C be a generic space sextic or a generic space sextic lying on a singular quadric over k. Then we have
where q C denotes the unique quadric vanishing on C, up to scaling.
Proof. We follow the strategy Lehavi uses for proving [Leh15, Theorem 1]. From Lemma 6.2 we immediately have the containments
For claim (i), each q θ,θ+α generates a rank 1 sub-bundle of V C,α over the family of smooth genus 4 curves C in P 3 . The dimension of their span is bounded by the dimension of V C,α . If we can demonstrate that dim Span {q θ,θ+α } = dim V C,α for a particular curve C, then via Lemma 6.3(i) the claim must be true for all curves in an open neighbourhood of C. In the proof of [Leh15, Theorem 1] this is done by hand with a pleasant but involved geometric argument, whereas we can simply use our implementation of Algorithm 6.5 as described in Example 6.6. In both cases the curve C is over k = Q, which shows the statement for both characteristic zero and sufficiently high characteristic (see the Spreading Out Theorem [Poo17, Theorem 3.2.1]). Additionally, we consider a space sextic on a singular quadric in Example 6.6, which shows the statement for generic curves of that type.
The proof of the part (ii) is analogous, using Lemma 6.3(ii) instead.
Algorithm 6.5 Input: S C , the Steiner system of C as in Definition 2.3. Output: q C , the unique quadric form vanishing on C. 1: Construct the subspaces PV C,α := Span l θ · l θ+α : {l θ , l θ+α } ∈ S C,α for all S C,α ∈ S C 2: Compute their one-dimensional intersection
3: return q C .
Example 6.6 Consider again the curve C ⊆ PF 3 97 from Example 4.2 and the four syzygetic tritangents l 12 , l 34 , l 125 , l 345 from Example 4.5. Then there exists exactly one S C,α ∈ S C such that {l 12 , l 34 } ∈ S C,α , for which we have PV C,α ⊆ PV C given by the linear span
x 1 x 2 + 84x 1 x 3 + 32x 2 x 3 + 68x 2 3 , x 0 x 1 + 85x 1 x 3 + 17x 2 x 3 + 91x 2 3 , x 2 2 + 10x 1 x 3 + 94x 2 x 3 + 27x 2 3 , x 2 1 + 69x 1 x 3 + 22x 2 x 3 + 45x 2 3 , x 0 x 3 + 39x 1 x 3 + 34x 2 x 3 + 38x 2 3
x 0 x 2 + 69x 1 x 3 + 22x 2 x 3 + 45x
One can easily see that x 2 1 −x 0 x 2 ∈ PV C,α ; it is the difference of two of our generators above. Our implementation verifies that Theorem 6.4 (i) and (ii) hold for this particular curve. More generally, we can do the same for the curve C ⊆ PQ 3 obtained from the configuration P ⊆ PQ 3 in Example 4.2.
6.2. Reconstructing a cubic. Reconstructing a cubic from S C is a slightly more involved task. Lehavi's idea is to identify 4 nodes of a Cayley cubic containing C.
[Leh15, Theorem 2] allows us to identify the four nodes via an intersection theoretic argument. We state a corrected version here.
The four planes through each of the four triples of nodes of the Cayley cubic associated to α are, set theoretically, the four intersection points in PV C of the six dimensional projective variety
and the 2nd Veronese image of |κ C | in PV C . The " · " in the equation above denotes tensor contraction. Moreover, each of these four points have multiplicity 4 in the intersection.
We provide some context for the statement of Theorem 6.7. To do so, it is helpful to consider the set up of [Leh15, Lemma 14] .
Definition-Lemma 6.8 For any α ∈ J(C)[2] \ {0}, consider the following multiplication map s, as well as the restriction of the projection onto the first coordinate on its preimage of PV C,α :
The two-dimensional fibers of the restricted projection lie over four points which represent four planes l 1,α , . . . , l 4,α intersecting triplewise in four points z 1,α , . . . , z 4,α .
We define the Cayley subspace associated to α by
Generically, the first summand is the space of cubics with the nodes at z 1,α , . . . , z 4,α and the first summand contains the Cayley cubic associated to α.
With the notation of Definition-Lemma 6.8, the planes through 3 nodes of the Cayley cubic are exactly the a ∈ |κ C | such that the subvariety
has dimension 2. For any v ∈ (V C /V C,α ) * , we now view v · s(a, -) ∈ |κ C | * as an operator. As the null-spaces of these operators are identical, they are linearly dependent as vectors in |κ C | * . In particular, we have for any v, v
In terms of a basis {e 1 , . . . , e 4 } for |κ C |, we have that
Or even more explicitly, that the 2 × 2 minors of the matrix
vanish. The variety defined in Theorem 6.7 is
where PV C = S 2 |κ C | is endowed with tensor coordinates a ⊗ b. A coordinate-free description is given by
which follows from Equation ( * * ) since tensor contraction commutes with wedges.
If C = Z(q C , p C ) is a smooth space sextic, we have that the space I(C) 3 of cubics containing C is 5-dimensional. It is spanned by the 4-dimensional subspace Span{hq C : deg(h) = 1} along with some irreducible cubic vanishing on C. Observe that the defining equation of any Cayley cubic containing C could serve as the additional cubic. Theorem 6.7 allows us to identify the four nodes of a Cayley cubic containing C but this is not quite enough information to recover the curve uniquely. However, a Cayley cubic containing C is (generically) contained in the space PW C,α , so by using all α ∈ J(C)[2]\{0} we can recover the space of cubics containing C. Theorem 6.9 Let C be a smooth space sextic, let PI(C) 3 be the 4-dimensional subspace of cubics in P 3 containing C, and let W C,α be as in Definition 6.8. Then (i) If C is generic, we have dim W C,α = 8 for every α ∈ J(C)[2]\{0}.
(ii) If C is a generic member of the family of space sextics contained in a singular quadric, then dim W C,α = 8 for the α ∈ J(C)[2]\{0} not of the form θ − θ 0 , where θ is one of the 120 odd theta characteristics and θ 0 is the vanishing even theta characteristic.
(iii) Let C be as in case (i) or (ii) and let A := {α ∈ J(C)[2]\{0} : dim W C,α = 8}. Then PI(C) 3 = α∈A PW C,α .
The proof of Theorem 6.9 is similar to our proof of Theorem 6.4. We apply our implementation of Algorithm 6.10 to a specific example and, via semi-continuity, we obtain that the formula holds generically.
Algorithm 6.10 Input: (S C , q C ), where
• S C , the Steiner system as in Definition 2.3, • q C , the unique quadric form vanishing on C.
Output: p C , a cubic form such that C = Z(q C ) ∩ Z(p C ) 1: We introduce the following coordinates on the homogeneous coordinate rings: Construct the linear subspace PV C,α as a subvariety of PV C :
PV C,α := Span l θ · l θ+α : {l θ , l θ+α } ∈ S C,α ⊆ PV C ∼ = P {z ij } .
Compute the linear generators F PV C,α of the defining ideal of PV C,α .
4:
Set F Xα := s(F PV C,α ) ⊆ k[x, y], so that X α = Z(F Xα ).
5:
Let I α be the ideal generated F Xα and the 2 × 2 minors of its Jacobian:
J y F = ∂f ∂y j f ∈F Xα , j=0,...,3 .
6:
Compute Z(p −1 I α ) =: {l 1,α , l 2,α , l 3,α , l 4,α } ⊆ |κ C |.
7:
Compute the four points {z 1,α , z 2,α , z 3,α , z 4,α } ⊆ |κ C | * which lie on exactly 3 of the planes in {l 1,α , l 2,α , l 3,α , l 4,α }.
8:
Construct the set W C,α of cubics in P 3 with nodes {z 1,α , z 2,α , z 3,α , z 4,α }.
9:
Compute W C,α := W C,α ⊕ Span{x 0 q C , . . . , x 3 q C }. and pick a p C ∈ I(C) 3 such that the cubic Z(p C ) does not contain the quadric Z(q C ). 12: return p C .
Example 6.11 Consider again the curve C from Example 4.2. For its PV C,α in Example 6.6, we obtain the four points Under the reverse lexicographic order on the basis of the space of cubics, Remark 6.12 For our example exhibiting Theorem 6.9(ii), it turns out that dim W C,α = 7 for every α ∈ J(C)[2]\{0} of the form θ − θ 0 , with θ one of the 120 odd theta characteristics and θ 0 the vanishing even theta characteristic. We anticipate that this is always the case. Conjecture 6.13 Let C be a smooth space sextic contained in a singular quadric and let α = θ − θ 0 ∈ J(C)[2]\{0}, where θ is one of the 120 odd theta characteristics and θ 0 the vanishing even theta characteristic. Then dim W C,α = 7.
